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These bead sheets were
designed with paper bead
making in mind but they
can be used for scrapbook
and other paper projects as
well.
Some were hand drawn on
small pieces of paper,
scanned and manipulated
with my painting program
to make full size sheets.
Some were completely
computer generated using
my painting program and
others were made using
photos I took, manipulated
in a kaleidoscope program
and manipulated with my
painting program. I have
also
used
Microsoft
Publisher's
background
feature to make some of the
sheets.
I used various techniques
to make these bead sheets.
Some bead sheets are
printed all over while
others are printed either on

one edge or both edges.
The sheets that are printed
down one edge are meant
to be rolled into tube beads.
The sheets that have the
images down the left and
right side of the sheet are
meant to be cut into
triangles at any wide width
down to any narrow width
to make bicone or barrel
type beads.
The resolution for most of
them have been set to
Normal so they are not at
300pixels per inch. They
are more like 200ppi. I like
to set them at a lower
resolution so they do not
take as much ink to print as
a photograph.
Also when you glaze your
beads, depending on what
glaze you use, the color
will be enhanced anyway.
All of the Full Page bead
sheets take time to make
and every single sheet that

has this page attached to it
has a picture of actual
beads made with these
bead sheets on the site. The
photo of the beads is there
to show you what various
types of beads look like
when you roll them. If you
notice, the beads are
different shapes and sizes.
As I said earlier, they do
take time to make so please
do not share these bead
sheets with anyone. Please
instead, give the link to the
download page so they can
either purchase it, if it is for
Paid members only or
download it if it is a free
bead sheet.
You have my permission to
sell any beads, jewelry or
projects you make with
these bead sheets. Please
do not sell the bead sheet
files themselves. Thank
you!
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